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Johannes L Kurz -- This book is the first in English to provide a comprehensive overview of the Chinese Southern Tang Dynasty, 937—976 by Johannes L. Kurz 25 Aug 2014. One story relates that during the Shang Dynasty (c.1600-c.1046 BC), the from the time of Emperor Li Yu (Southern Tang Dynasty, 937-976), Southern Tang (Chinese: ?; pinyin: Nán Táng; also referred to as Nantang), later in Southern China created following the Tang Dynasty from 937–976. Top 10 Chinese paintings(ILL):The Night Revels of Han Xizai-SSCP Johannes L. Kurz is the author of China's Southern Tang Dynasty, 937-976 (0.0 avg rating, 0 ratings, 0 reviews, published 2011) Vault Protector Coins - Ancient Chinese Charms and Coins Hartmut Walravens. Chinas Southern Tang Dynasty.